
Money Calculator Answer
What is the Contract Sum (or Price)?
What percentage of that amount did you allow as your Builders Profit Margin (profit only, 
not including overheads and supervision)?
Now, lets define the Contract Sum less the Builders Profit Margin as the "Cost of the 
Works". To date, what have you actually paid on the Cost of the Works?
Going forward, what do you estimate you still have to pay to complete the Cost of the 
Works?
What amount (if any) have you claimed for Variations, Delay Costs and Adjustments to the 
Contract Sum?
Time Calculator Answer
When did you start work?
What is the construction period (the working days) allowed to complete? (Exclude 
Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays, rostered days off and December 27 to January 6)
How many additional days (if any) are excluded?
How many days have you claimed as reasonable extensions of time?
Excluding today, what do you estimate as the number of working days to complete the 
works?
What is the weekly liquidated amount payable by the Builder for late completion?
Administration Calculator - Contract Compliance Answer
Did you hold off claiming a payment until after providing insurance under the Home 
Building Compensation Fund?
Have you documented receiving unsigned instructions, plans and specifications and always 
required signed instructions?
Except for non urgent work, do you always get a signed variation agreeeing scope and 
price before doing any additional work?
Do you claim extensions of time as the delay occurs?
Do you claim delay costs (if any)?
Administration Calculator - Contract Remedies Answer
Do your prrogress payment claims accurately identify the work, variations and adjustments 
to the Contract?
Has the Owner paid in full?
Have you documented the project to give a valid notice of dispute if a dispute arises?
Have you documented the project to give a valid notice of suspension if an entitlement to 
suspend arises?
Will you refuse the Owner occupation before your final payment?
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